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FUN ACTIVITIES INSPIRED BY FOOTBALL 
AND THE EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS

Includes printable wall chart!
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DIY Sweepstake
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Gather your family and friends together and have a 
Footie Sweepstake, just for fun! 
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1. Cut out all the countries 2. Put them in a hat 3. Take it in turns to 
pick out a team. 4. Record all results on the Wall Chart provided in 

this workbook.
(Depending on the number of people playing, each player may have more than one team!)
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Dream Team
Here's your chance to create your dream starting line up...

Whose Flag Is It Anyway answers: 1. Portugal, 2. Belgium, 3. Italy, 4. Denmark, 5. 
Croatia, 6. Turkey. 7. England, 8. Hungary
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Whose Flag Is It Anyway?
Test your geography powers and see how many flags you can identify from 

the countries taking part in the European Championships.

1. 
_________________

2. 
_________________

3. 
_________________

4. 
_________________

5. 
_________________

6. 
_________________

7. 
_________________

8. 
_________________



Design a Kit
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Get creative and design a new kit for your own championships!  
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Half-time Brain Teaser
Test your 'baller knowledge with our tournament crossword!

ACROSS:
1. England will face this Scandinavian team in the group 
stages. _______ (7)

4. The tournament kicks off here. ______ (6)

5. The tournament starts in this month. ____ (4)

7. This country is in group A. ___________ (11)

8. The name of this year's mascot. ______ (6)

9. The final will be played in this German city. ______ (6)

10. This country has won the tournament three times and is 
this year's host nation.  _______ (7)

DOWN:
2. He has played the most tournaments, being 5. 
Cristiano _______ (7)

3. He holds the record for the most goals scored in a 
final, for England v Italy in 2020. ____ / ____ (4,4)

6. This country has only qualified once before, back in 
2000. ________ (8)
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Tournament Summary

NAME:

DATE:

Some of my favourite things...

PLAYER:

MANAGER:

TEAM:

STADIUM:

Favourite kit...

MY MESSAGE TO THE 
WINNERS:

MOST MEMORABLE 
MOMENT:

HOME:

Tournament facts...

GOLDEN BOOT:

GOLDEN BALL:

GOLDEN GLOVE:

YOUNG PLAYER:


